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Abstract

Theparticle-beam imaging diagnostics for the Advanced
Photon Source (APS) injector lime have been enhanced by
the instzdlationof optical transition radiation (OTR) screens
and the use of Cc-doped YAG crystals as beam profile
monitors. Both converters have improved spatial resolution
and time responses compared to the standard Chromox
(A120$Cr) screens used elsewhere in the linac. These
enhancementsallow us to address the smaller beam sizes (<
100W) and the critical micropulsebunch length of higher
brightness gun sources For the Linacmacropulse of 30-ns
duration composed of 86 micropukes at S-band frequency
intervals, only the OTR mechanism is prompt enough to
separateindividual micropdses and to allow streak camera
measurements of the mieropulse averaged bunch length.
Tests have been performed at 400 to 625 MeV using the
gatedDC therrnionicgun source.Beam sizes less than
c7X=30pm have been obsewed with a micropulse bunch
length of at= 2-3 ps using OTR. First resuks on the lower-
emittancerf thermionicgun are brieffy discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION

The imaging of particle beams on Iinacs via intercepting
screens and video cameras is a well-established practice.
However, the time-resolving of individual micropulses in
an rf linac macropulse and the measuring of micropulse
bunch length requires a radiation conversion mechanism
that is prompt compared to the time scale of interest [1]. In
the case of the Advanced Photon Source (APS) injector
lime, the addition of a lower emittance gun and the critical
need for high peak currents in the developingself-amplified
spontaneous emission (SASE) free-electron laser (EEL)
applicationhave motivatedour enhancementof these diag-
nostics [2]. Opticzdtransition radiation (OTR) screens ,and
Cc-doped YAG crystals have been installed in selected
places in the beamline. Both convertershave improvedspa-
tial resolution and time responses compared to the smnd.ard
Chromox (Alz03:Cr) screens used elsewhere in the lin:lc.
Of the three converters only the OTR screens provide the
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responserequired to separatethe S-bandmicropuks and to
alIowstreak camera measurementsof the microptdseaver-
agedbunch length and longitudinalprofile. At low currents
the YAG:Ceprovidesgood spatialresolutionlike OTR but
we report an appment “size-bhming” effect for the
YAG:Ceconverteras current is increasedthat may limit its
usefulness.Many tests have been performedat 400 to 625
MeVusing the gatedDC thermionicgun sourceto commis-
sion the diagnostics,and the tirst results with the tf thermi-
onic gun wereobtained in the summerof 1998.

2 EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND

TheAPS facility’s injector system uses a 250-MeVS-band
electron linac and an in-line 450-MeV S-band positron
finac.The primary electrongun is a conventionalgated DC
thermionic gun. For one alternate configurationan rf ther-
mionicgun, designedto generateIow-emittancebeams(< 5
z mm mrad)and configuredwithan a magnet,injectsbeam
just after the firstIinaeacceleratingsection [3,4].Thenboth
in-line Iinacs can be phased to produce 100- to 650-MeV
electxon beams when the positron converter target is
retracted.

The rf gun’s predicted, normalized emittance at higher
peak current is lower than that expectedof the DC gun,and
correspondinglysmallerbeamspot sizes (e 100pm) should
result. In an early test we used a Ti OTR foil to cover half
of a standard interceptingscreenbased on Chromoxof 0.25
mm thickness (rotated45° to the beam).The 45° anglealso
directed the OTR light out the same 90° port as the Chro-
mox radiation. Previous experiences on the Los Alamos
linac-drivenFEL with a low-emittancephotcdecrnc irtjec-
tor (PEI) showed the OTR screenscould be used forprofil-
ing small beams [5]. This assemblyallowed us to steer the
e-beam from one converter to the other to compare
observed beam spot sizes for spatial resolution tests and
assess response time. Because the Chromox decay was so
slow, we used a Spiricon video digitizer that could digitize
and save images to disk at a 15-Hzrate. This proved more
thanadequateto track the Chromoxdecay time.

In addition, we subsequentlyinstalleda Cc-dopedYAG
single crystal of 0.5 mm thickness (obtained from Startec)
normal to the beam direction with a polished metal mimer
at 45° to the beamjust behind it. A separate actuator was
used to insert the OTR screen (Molybdenummirror horn
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MellesGriot) so that its surface was at 45° to the beam.The
light was transported out of the Iinac tunnel to an optics
table via two 150-mm-diameterachromatlenses.The Chro-
mox, OTR, or YAG:Ce light could be viewed by a Vicon
charge-coupled device (CCD) came~ a charge-injection
device (CID) camew a StanfordComputerOptics Quik-05
gated, intensified came~ and/or a Hanxunatsu C5680
dual-sweep streak camera. The synchroscan unit was
phase-locked to 119.0 MHz, the 24th subharmonicof the
2856-MHz linac bequency. A low jitter countdowncircuit
has been built using MotorolaECLIN PS logic to generate
the 24th subharmonicwith sub-psjitter [6].

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1 Radiation Converter Comparison

As mentioned in the previous section, comparisons were
madefor ChromoxversustYI’Rand YAGCe crystalsversus
OTR in the past year. In the fit series, the beam was ini-
tidy steered into the high efficiencyChromox. The elec-
tron beamoptics were thenadjusted to give the “bestfocus”
on the OR screen. The size was rcwonded,and then the
beam was steered back to the Chromox. For beam sizes in
the 150-I.tmregime as measured by OTR we observed a
larger size in the Chromox. We then estimated the Chro-
mox-limitingresolutionby subtracting the OTR imagesize
from the total observedChromox image size in quadrature.
This resulted in a limiting value of IS= -200 ~ as
reportedpreviously u].

The response time of the Chromox was determinedby
triggeringa single macroptdsefrom the DC gun at 1Hz and
recording the succession of video images on the Spiricon
harddisk. The digital images were then analyzedand inten-
sities plotted as a functionof elapsed time horn the trigger.
The 30-ns-Iong macropulse was like a delta-function in
time compared to the Chromox decay time. In Fig. 1 this
decay of image intensity is shown, and the l/e value was
determined as 300 ms. Using the OTR screen, only one
frame had an image since ~ is indeed prompt versus
video rates. The Chromox decay time is even long com-
pared to macropulseseparationsof 30 ms at the 30-Hzrate.

In the YAG:Ceand (YIRcomparison,the tests werepx-
formedin a similar manner.Over the courseof brief tests at
100-mA average beam current (about 3 nC in a macro-
pdse), we repeatedly observed a larger beam size with
YAG:Cethan with OTR. In the June 12, 1998experiments
we first established our beam size comparisonsat low cur-
rentsof 30 and 60 mA. We used an elongatedverticalfocus
(aspect ratio H/V of 1/10) because this seemed to result in
the smallest sizes we could make: 70 ~m (FWHM)or 30
~m (c). This value is close to the calculated resolution of
the txansport line. The neutral density filter differenceof
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Figure 1: “X” Datawithbackgroundsubtmctedam fittedto
an exponential.The l/e timeis about 300 ms.

2.0 was usedat this referencepoinLand the cameraposition
in Z was adjusted to compensatefor the YAGsurfaceand
01’R mirror surfacelocationdifference.These low-current
databasicallynormalizeand validatethe screencomparison
in terms of calibration factors, source strength compensa-
tion, camera saturation, and bmnsstrahlung effects in the
YAG:Ce.As shown in Fig. 2, at 100 MA and higher the
YAG:Ceimagesare observedto be increasinglylargerwith
current than the OTR images.There is a slight increasein
the OTR image with current.The threshold for this “size-
blurring” effect for this particular Crystal/minorand these
conditions is 1.1 to 1.6 pC@m2using the FWHM size. If
the one-sigma beam sizes are estimated using a Gaussian

shape assumption,the threshoidis (2.35)2times smalleror
0.2to 0.3PqlJnz.
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Figure 2: Comparisonof observedbeam image sizes using
OTR (dashed line) ,and the YAG:Ce converter screens.
Noticeable YAG:Ce (solid line) image size growth is
observedbeginningat< 10OmAand with spot sizeof about
40x 400 pn+ (ax x Oy).



Simplistically speaking, there may be a saturation-like
phenomenonin the peak-intensityregime that results in the
haIf-maximum intensity points growing relative to the
peak. How the very large number of Cc-related impurity
levels cot.ddbe exhausted is unclear. Alternatively,mecha-
nisms involving radiation trapping or photoionizationmay
be involved [8].The ve~ small beam spots froma PEI that
involve several hundred pc could easily approach ttds
threshold observed in these 625-MeV tests. These charges
and hem energiesare higher than used in the singlemicro-
pulse experimentspreviously [9].Further tests and a search
for alternativeexplanationsare planned.

The reported response time for this YACi:Ceis 80 ns
(FWHM) [9] so it averagesthe rnicropulsesin a 30-nsmac-
repulse. A measure of this was shown by comparing the
micropulse bunch length seen with 01’R to the YAGCe
result. The 01’R result was 4 ps (FWHM) while the
YAG:Cedecay tilled the 150-ps field of view and com-
pletely obscuredthe micropulsestructureand a fortiori,the
bunch length. The OTR result is very simihir to that
obtainedpreviouslyby an rf phasing technique[10].

Table 1 summarizes these comparisons of the radiation
converter spatial resolution, temporal response, and conver-
sion efficiency.The limiting resolution number for APS-
instaUedscreens of Chromox and YAG:Ceare given and
the 01’R numberestimated.The (YI’Rresponse timeis only
an estimate, but this surface phenomena should be in the
regime of the skin depth for visible lightinametal[11].

Table 1:Comparisonof the Chromox,YAGCe, and ~
ConverterSc&ensforParticleBeam Imagingat 600MeV

atAPs

Chromox I 200
(0.25 mm)

YAG <30low
(0.5 mm) current

<100200
mA

OTR I <lo

Temporal
Response

300 ms

80 ns

-10 fs

Intensity
Arb.UNts

1

1

-2 X1O-3

3.2 RF-Gun Accelerated Beam

On August12, 1998our first images of the rf-gun beamat
400 MeV were obtained at this station at the end of the
lime. Both ~ and YAG:Ceimages were obtained with
the YAG:Cesize again being larger than the OTR size for
-160-mA averagecurrent and an approximate 130 x 130

pm2 spot size. A preliminary synchroscan streak image
gave a crt= 3 to 6 ps result even though no optimizationof
the rf gun had yet been done.

4 SUMMARY

In summaxy,the time scales for time-~solved imaging on
the APS linac have been significantly enhanced. The tar-
geted beam spot sizes of 100 ~m (IS)can be addressedby
YAG:Ceat Iow current (areal charge density) and OTR at
higher currents.Micropulsebunch lengthsat the ps-regime
can also be addressednow. Optimizationof the accelerated
rf gun beam will be facilitated by these enhamcedtech-
niques.
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